Autumn 2012

www.trakehners.uk.com

Please support your AGM.
Saturday, 17th November 2012

HOLIDAY INN GARDEN COURT,
GIRTFORD BRIDGE, LONDON ROAD, SANDY SG19 1NA
Driving Directions
THE HOTEL IS LOCATED NEXT TO THE A1 OFF THE SANDY ROUNDABOUT
PROVIDING EASY ACCESS TO THE HOTEL. FROM THE A1, SANDY ROUNDABOUT,
TAKE THE A603 AND THE HOTEL ENTRANCE IS ON THE LEFT. IF YOU ARE
TRAVELLING FROM THE M1, LEAVE AT JUNCTION 13 AND FOLLOW THE A421 TO
BEDFORD. ON THE BEDFORD BYPASS, FOLLOW THE SIGNS FOR THE A603 TO
SANDY. THIS WILL BRING YOU OUT OPPOSITE THE HOTEL.

The Trakehner Breeders Fraternity AGM will be held in The Kingfisher Suite in
the conference centre in the car park of the Hotel.
Any problems please call Susan Attew on 07803 271110
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Trakehners UK Trakehners UK is the marketing name of the Trakehners Breeders’ Fraternity. The
TBF is a fully contracted daughter organization of the Trakehner Verband in Germany set up as a
Company Limited by Guarantee and is therefore essentially owned by its members.
The TBF is the only UK body licensed to register, grade and brand pure bred Trakehner horses for
inclusion in the Main Trakehner Studbook. Part bred Trakehners may also be registered with and
branded by the TBF.
The TBF is also an official Passport Issuing Authority registered by DEFRA.
If you would like to join the TBF, please contact the Membership Secretary, or download a
membership form from the web site.

All show photography by Frances Kay www.franceskayphotoevents.co.uk
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Report from your Chairman - Susan Attew
Dear Members
After the wettest summer on record causing delays with haymaking we are now
enjoying a beautiful September which started with a great weekend for our
annual grading and show. I was proud to see such a quality of horses forward
but disappointed at the lack of entries. I do hope that next year we can
encourage more members to bring their horses to show off at the show. We
have been approached by other warmblood societies to consider having a
shared show (the grading would still be kept as a Trakehner only event) so that a
bigger better show can be held and the costs shared. This will be discussed at
the Members meeting after the AGM on 17th November 2012 if you have an
opinion please join us.
Your AGM documents are enclosed with this newsletter, please don’t forget to
let me know if you are able to attend in order that I can plan the catering for
lunch. Nominations, Issues and resolutions need to be sent to me no later than
31st October 2012 please.
chairman@trakehners.uk.com
Wishing you all well with your wonderful Trakehner horses.
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Marketing Director’s Report - Marion Fuller
I think this has not been an easy year for breeders and competitors alike.
Rising costs, and in particular fuel costs have made it expensive to get your
horses out there. Bad weather has forced cancellations.
The numbers of foals registered this year are many fewer than previous years,
and the disappointing entries at the show this year, are all indicators of the
present hard times. Things can only get better.
We have promoted our stallions and had some good advertisements including a
double page spread in British Breeder, which was handed out free of charge at
all BEF Futurity venues, therefore being seen by the audience it was intended for
i.e. breeders of top quality Sport horses.
We have a full page add again in British Breeder magazine, that is being
distributed at HOYS and hopefully breeding optimism will increase for 2013. It
would be good to see you all at the AGM, giving you all a chance to express your
views and concerns for the future

Full Bred Foals registered to date in 2012 – Terry Hyde
1. Lustre. Bay Filly Born 15/072011 ( late registered this year) by Elitaer X
Bluewood Lalique x Ivernel. Owner Breeder: Mrs Penny Jenner Beacon Stud.
2. Coulthard. Bay Colt born 22/06/2011 ( late registered this year. By Elitaer X
Fleetwater Caitlan x Fleetwater Swift. Owner Breeder: Mrs Penny Jenner Beacon
Stud.
3. Warrawee Imperial. Bay colt born 22/06/2012. By Holme Park Legend X
Sockburn Isadora x Illuster. Owner Breeders Paul & Nicky Janaway.
4. Platinum Bay. Bay Filly born 20/07/2012. By Grafenstolz X Muschamp
Princess x Kostolany. Owner Breeder Dr Nicola Jackson.
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5. Woodlander Kala. Bay Filly born 23/04/2012. By Le Rouge X PM Katinka x
Consul. Owner Breeder Mrs Lynne Crowden.
6. Terentia. Bay Filly born 10/ 05 / 2012. By Godington Hannibal X Godington
Tallula x Maestro. Owner breeder Miss Catherine Loydall.
7. Fenix. Grey Colt born 22/04/2012. By EH Munchhausen X St Pr + Pr St Funny
Hill x Summertime. Owner Breeder Miss Margo Muhlenkamp.
8. Monaghan's Florence. Dark Bay Filly born 10/03/2012. By All Inclusive X PM
Monaghans Filia Flora x Tycoon. Owner Breeder Mrs Donna Monaghan.
9. Three Chimneys Esquire. Bay Colt born 28/05/2012. By Le Rouge X Elysia x
Elitaer. Owner Breeder Mrs Marion Fuller.
10. Karisma. Black Filly born 05/05/2012. By Titelheld X SPS+PS Kasixta x EH
Sixtus. Owner Breeder Sian Prosser Reade Bluewood Stud.
11. Holme Park Solstice Black Colt born 27/06/2012. By Holme Park Krug X
Holme Park Sintella x Edinburg. Owner Breeder Paul & Susan Attew Holme Park
Stud.
12. Holme Park Etania Black Filly born 25/04/2012.By Holme Park Krug X PM
Holme Park Elektra x K2. owner Breeder Paul & Susan Attew Holme Park Stud.
13. Icarus Liver Chestnut Colt born 28/06/2012. By Holme Park Krug X Isola, Irina
x Biotop. Owner Breeder Miss Jennifer Horne.
14. Woodcroft O'ctavia. bay Filly born 19/09/2012 Owner Breeders Tim And
Bernadette O'Sullivan Woodcroft Stud. ( Registration still in process )
15. Woodcroft Noah bay Colt born ?/04/2012 Owner Breeders Tim And
Bernadette O'Sullivan Woodcroft Stud. ( Registration still in process )
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16, Unnamed. Bay Filly born 21/07/2012. By Godington Hannibal X Cheopsina x
Cheopsas. Owner Breeder Anna Vaahtera. ( Registration still in process )

Further info on foals registered 2012. Stallions used.
Holme Park Krug = 1 Liver Chestnut Colt 1Black Filly 1 Black Colt. = ( 3 )
Godington Hannibal = 2 Bay Fillies Foals. = ( 2 )
Elitaer = 1 Bay Filly 1 Bay Colt. = ( 2 )
Le Rouge = 1 Bay Filly 1 Bay Colt. = ( 2 )
Garuda K = 1 Bay Filly. 1 Bay Colt ( 2 )
All Inclusive = 1 Bay Filly. = ( 1 )
Grafenstolz = 1 Bay Filly. = ( 1 )
Holme Park Legend = 1 Bay Colt. = ( 1 )
Munchausen = 1 Grey Colt. = ( 1 )
Titelheld = 1 Black Filly. = ( 1 )

Part Bred foals registered in 2012 – Richard Bayston
Rambling Rose-out of Rhianne,by Prince Patmos
Hollen Sunseeker-out of Holme park sunbeam,by H.Tobago
B.H.Treacle Treen - Out of Keatinge Sahara,by Crowns Wonder Pearl
Hej frankie-out of Miscatch,by Hej Kuba
Hej Mar Lene-out of Lilly MarLene, by Hej Kuba
Oakbank Ultimate Illusion-out of Ublah,by Future Illusion
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Sprite-out of Fanny May,by Contis
Lucky Fellow-out of You bet I do, by Elitaer
Optimus Prime-out of Jet, by Maverick trial blazer
Eyford Alice-out of Felicitas,by Greathill Tuscan amoretto
Whepley Watchman – out of Wiesenblume II.by Chiddock time limit
Tophat strider-out of Holme Park sundowner, by Nightfire P Kabboo
Luna-out of Scout, by Contis
Schenkers top dollar-out of Amy,by Schenkendorf
Galindian Mist-out of Posh Spice,by Grafenstolz
Trakehner Stallions on the Plan used to produce part breds
Contis = (2)
Elitaer = (1)
Grafenstolz = (1)
Schenkendorf - (1)

Show Report
Trakehner UK annual Grading and Show, was held at The College Equestrian
Centre at Keysoe on 1st & 2nd September 2012. It was a successful and relaxed
weekend and the weather was kind.
Despite entries being down on previous years, the judges, including two from
the UK two from The German Verband and one from Danish Trakehners, were
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delighted at the high
quality of horses
entered. Of eight
mares presented for
grading four were
awarded
premium
marks, with the Mare
Grading
Champion
Ulana by Chabrol
achieving
an
impressive 57 points.
She also went on to
be Reserve Champion
of the Mare Performance Test and Mare Champion on the showing day.
It was also very encouraging for the breed that the stallion Godington Utah by
Contis was approved for breeding.
Brood Mares young stock and riding horses in the showing classes, were also of
high quality, and the Breed Society policy of a strictly monitored closed stud
book is clearly paying dividends.
The winner of the TBF Senior Bursary of £500 training fees was Joanna Jones
with her horse Holme Grove Devinci by Holme Park Krug. This partnership won
the Free jumping Championship, Riding Horse Championship, 2nd Reserve
Supreme Champion and Reserve Best British Bred Champion.
Reserve Supreme Champion and Best British Bred of the weekend was the
Champion foal, Woodcroft Noah by Garuda K.
The mare performance Test Champion was the stunning black mare Hollywood
Dream by Insterberg. She went on to take Supreme Champion title.
All the results from the weekend including Bursary winners can be seen by
visiting www.trakehners.uk.com
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Trakehner Stallions Standing in the UK
Beacon Trakehners.
www.beaconstrakehners.co.uk

Keatinge Trakehners
www.kts.uk.com

Elitaer Dark - Bay 16.2hh

Singing Horatio - Black 16.2hh

Bluewood Stud
www.trakehners.co.uk

Cristobal Bright - Bay 16.0hh

Titleheld - Black-Brown 16.2½ hh

Natasha Halliday
Tel 07967 569374

Tycoon Bright - Bay 17hh

Latin King Dark Bay 16.2hh

Trocadero - Grey 16.3hh

The Stallion Company
www.thestallioncompany.com

Godington Stud.
www.godingtonstud.com

Grafenstolz - Dark Bay 16.hh

Contis - Grey 16.2hh –

Esteban xx - Dark Bay 16.2hh

Godington Hannibal - Bright Bay
16.1hh

Lucie Turner
Tel 07811 954899

Holme Park Stud
www.holmetrakehners.com

Schenkendorf Bay 16.1hh.

Holme Park Krug - Chestnut 16.2hh

Woodcroft Stud
www.woodcrofttrakehners.co.uk

Holme Park Legend - Chestnut 16.3hh

Garuda K - Chestnut 16.2 ½hh
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Bursary Winners – Amy Furness & Jo Jones

Amy Furness - Landmark Abacus - Junior Winner.
My name is Amy Furness, I am 19 years of age and a student at the Royal
Agricultural College in Cirencester studying Equine Management. My horse,
Landmark Abacus, is a 16.3, 7 year old Trakehner x Thoroughbred.
We are currently eventing at Novice level and are working towards our first CCI*
at Hartpury in August and then looking to make the transition up to
Intermediate level before the end of the season.
I have owned Baby (Landmark Abacus’ stable name) since a 3 year old and he
has not been the easiest horse throughout our eventing career, experiencing
more downs than ups in the dressage phase. He has a lovely nature and is
always trying his hardest to please but his weak frame and excitable attitude
usually meant our dressage scores were the worst on the score board. However,
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during our eventing season in 2011, he injured himself and ruptured his tendon
sheath resulting in a 7 month break.
Since then Baby has returned to work with a better attitude, a stronger frame
and is overall a more grown up horse. This has improved our dressage scores
incredibly and made our 2012 eventing season much more enjoyable. Our best
dressage score at Novice level is 32 and after watching the video of this test I
can see that there are still so many ways in which we can improve which is
rather exciting! The show jumping phase has always been slightly tricky due to
his enthusiasm for jumping; meaning that sometimes he can be careless over
jumps that he doesn’t have to think about (less than 1.20m in height) however
the cross country has always been his forte as he has gone clear every single
time without fail since our eventing career began. Baby has so much scope and
potential and I love competing him and working towards new goals however as
a combination we need much more coaching and direction to enable us to reach
our full potential! I believe that because Baby is finding the jumping phases at
Novice level easy, the step up to intermediate level and ultimately to advanced
will not be too much of a challenge and I feel with a little more training we will
have many great successes in the future at the higher levels.
Our best results to date have been at the beginning of this eventing season
where at Belton Park, all three disciplines went well on the day and we ended up
in 3rd place! I was also proud of our result at the following event at Weston Park
where even though our dressage was the worst on the scoreboard; We were the
only ones to finish on our dressage score meaning we came 6th. Unfortunately
after this all of our other events have been abandoned due to bad weather but
our next event will be Hartpury which we are very much looking forward to!
To be considered for the bursary would be an amazing opportunity and the
money would help massively towards costs of training and entry fees in order to
give Baby and I the best chance in our eventing career and help to give
Trakehners the recognition they deserve as outstanding competition horses.
Since owning Baby, I have decided that in the future I will no doubt be investing
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in other Trakehners to produce and compete – They are undoubtedly the best
breed I have come across yet!

Jo Jones Holme Grove Devinci - Senior Winner.
Holme Grove Devinci aka 'Vinnie'. I found 'Vinnie' through a chance phone call to
advanced eventer Andrew James, I rang to enquire about another horse he had
for sale but after telling him about myself, riding achievements, likes/dislikes,
my love of my currently in foal horse Star Wars, her talent, temp, and looks (that
I attributed to the Trak blood as she is part-bred) along with my goals for
competing again in all disciplines we decided that the horse I had initially rang
for wouldn't fit the bill.
I was looking for a horse to step into big hoofprints left by Star, I wanted a horse
that would be a 'best friend' and a competitive 'competition' animal. Andrew
recommended I tried Holme Grove Devinci as he felt that although he hadn't
had a lot of experience he would be the perfect 'partner' for me to bring on.
Vinnie is an amazing pet and friend on one side as well as a hugely competitive
competition horse across all disciplines on the other. Vinnie is very handsome he has amazing presence and wants to be noticed. He is inquisitive and bold by
nature and this shines through his rapid progression in show jumping and
eventing with me an amateur rider!.
With so much talent in his movement and jumping combined with his stunning
looks everybody imagines he must be a handful to compensate it but, it couldn't
be further from the truth he is the most adoring, kind, gentle, and cuddly horse
that is ever so keen to please and is desperate to be your best friend. He is
extremely well mannered, trainable, intelligent, and has an amazing work ethic capable of a quiet hack (any, and everywhere!!) or to go to the big competition
and win for you!
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I have owned Vinnie for just over 4 months now and have earned the following
achievements
Area 18 Senior Novice dressage team = Placed 1st in arena -qualifying us as an
individual for Lincoln championships, team placing 3rd
Area 18 Senior Novice Horse Trials team (Swalcliffe BE90 course) = Placed
individually 3rd overall, 29dressage, double clear 'in time', Team 11th -1
member eliminated others had xc faults+ time
Badminton estate inter riding club dressage challenge = Overall individually 2nd
in arena, 1st placed team member (team of 4) which qualified us to ride another
test head to head with all the other team 1st's (i had 10mins to learn this new
test) = 7th -(2 judges 1 placed us 2nd the other 12th)
Local showing = 3rd riding horse -recommended to enter 'hack' class, 3rd P7, 5th
P10,
BE 90 = 4 competitions completed, dressage scores as low as 20's and a 4th
placing qualifying for 1 regional final Aug 2012
BSJA BN (on ticket) 1 pole only in several rounds -never stops very careful/bold may affiliate for winter
BE100 = 2 competitions completed, dressage low/mid thirties, exc SJ, superior
speed and boldness xc just need a little more experience and getting near to
top10 placing
British riding clubs national championships at Lincoln = 1st in arena!!
Next goal is to affilliate British Dressage and compete at Novice and earn some
BD points -and, maybe a place at the Novice champs!
Hope this is ok/what you were looking for!
Thanks, Jo
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Thank you from Jo
For those of you who didn't meet me at the Annual Trakehner Breeders/owners
show, My name is Jo Jones and I have great pleasure in owning my first 'full'
breed Trakehner horse called 'Holme Grove Devinci' aka Vinnie -he is an
(obviously stunning) and athletic 16'2" chestnut gelding bred out of Holme Park
Krug, that I mainly compete at British Eventing with!
2012 has been 'exceptional' on the horse front -2011 however was not so great we had our first foal from our part-bred Trakehner 'Star' (grandsire Muschamp
Danube) sired by Grafenstolz due April and it very sadly died at birth :-( -which,
was of course heart-breaking. So, this year being such a turnaround being
packed full with so much success is truly amazing.
I entered Vinnie and myself into the Trakehner Breeders 'Training Bursary'
competition back last year, and since initial entry have been continuously
updating my entry as our plans have come together and the goals realised!!
I didn't think I would win the Bursary so, was totally overjoyed to find that I had,
and that if I liked, I could be presented with my prize at the TBF Annual show!!!
wow, I thought, I just couldn't believe it, I was absolutely thrilled ..I would
definitely be attending the show -what a prize -exceptional, -what a fantastic
idea -surely born out of love for the breed and to help the people whom support
it, -it is something so kind that truly makes a difference...Thank you wonderful
Trakehner Bursary Sponsors xxxxxx!! I am now busily planning my extra training
sessions and feel a real sense of pride when Vinnie and I wear my additional
prizes ...a beautifully embroidered Trakehner saddlecloth and fitted polo shirt :-)
xx
I have never competed in showing and so to attend the TBF Annual show was
something new to the horsey calendar, I was unfamiliar with formats or
etiquette and so the show being so friendly mean't that after ..rather a few
questions (Thank you Sally, Janice, Tanja, Michelle, Nicky, Jo, and Freda!!) I soon
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picked up the ropes and settled in to what was a fantastically enjoyable not to
mention, a very successful weekend indeed!
The show was held at Keysoe Equestrian Centre which, for me living in
Gloucestershire with my partner Paul worked out around a 3hr drive, so, to
make the most of the experience I booked 'Vinnie' a stable for the night and
Paul and I stayed in our trailer!!
I entered Vinnie into 3 classes -the free jump, the 'in-hand', and the 'ridden'
riding horse -Vinnie behaved impeccably and excelled himself -he seems to
always be 'smiling' (as I am told) and he also just loves to be the centre of
attention -which I know!! ...these are two most excellent attributes for 'showing'
and a 'smiley' happy horse with ring 'presence' meant we were absolutely
astounded to be rewarded with 3 wins out of 3 classes -it was just amazing!!..-I
couldn't believe it, we were totally exstatic!!
The show was so well organised the classes ran to schedule. The venue had
great food available all day long as well as very nicely presented and maintained
facilities. The horses attending the show were markedly exceptionally well
groomed and turned out and to have a stable full of Trakehenrs was something
really quite special...the chorus of neighs from the 'vocal' Trakehners every time
someone entered or left them was so funny.....even if you are a member who
does not want to 'show' -(although as me you might be pleasantly surprised!) the event is still so well worth attending to see these wonderful horses together
and to have a chat with other Trakehner breeders and owners...wts!!

Hollywood Dream – Tabitha Perry
I bought Hollywood Dream (Lolly) as a foal in 2006 from the Hengstmarkt held at
Neumunster. This was following my adoration of a Trakehner mare I own by
Kostolany who I bought after I said I did not want a pure bred Trakehner or a
mare!
Before travelling to Germany I had received the catalogue and had already ruled
her out due to her name. Once at Neumunster I viewed all the horses for sale
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and after speaking to the vet I drew up a list of horses I was interested in order.
My first choice was a 2 year old mare called Gute Nacht by Buddenbrock who
was of interest to me over Hollywood Dream as she was already older and had a
better name! After viewing Lolly she became my second choice, due to her
scope of movement and athleticism. Her breeding was of interest to me also as
her sire E.H.Insterburg TSF was already a proven and successful dressage horse
under Carola Koppelmann.
Insterburg was the only premium stallion at his licensing in 2002 and Champion
of his 70-day performance test with a final score of 131.13 points and 135.81
points for dressage. He was Trakehner Federal Champion in 2003 and 2004. In
2005 at the age of 5 E.H.Insterburg TSF was Bronze medalist at the World
Championships and the Bundeschampionate. Since this time he has gone on to
be successful at Grand Prix.
My third choice was the first to auction so I let her go. We bid on Gute Nacht but
after seeing Tony and Sarah Pidgley and Gestuet Wiesenhof both bid I realised
she would go for an inflated price so I pulled out. I was very pleased when I
secured Hollywood Dream and then having the chance to see Gute Nacht at a
later year I was further pleased with the outcome.
Lolly remained in Germany for a further month to settle after the auction and
also to be weaned. I had arranged for a transport company to pick up Lolly with
two other horses in a private load to cut down her travelling time. They picked
her up in the morning and she was with me by the afternoon in perfect
condition. A few days before picking up Lolly her Owner and Breeder Jurgen
Schultzke died his wife Claudia was very emotional during this period and was
very upset to see her go under these circumstances.
Lolly spent the next three years grazing in a herd during the summer and stabled
of a night during the winter. She was very easy to break in, as she got older ans
stronger she became at times a little too athletic!
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I have trained with Ulla Salzgeber since 2006 and train Lolly with her now. Ulla
absolutely adores her and believes in her ability to become a successful dressage
horse. The Performance Test this year was our first ridden show the only other
time she has been to a show is in hand at her mare grading in 2010 where she
became Mare Grading Champion. I was very pleased with how she coped at the
show and this has given me further focus and determination for our future
career.
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Trakehners UK Committee
Chairman - Susan Attew
Holme Park Stud
Bedford Road
Northhill
Bedfordshire
SG18 9AL
T: 01767 685705/01767 626196
M: 07803 271110
E:chairman@trakehners.uk.com
Company Secretary

Pure Bred – Registrar - Terry Hyde
11 Campion Close
Denham
Uxbridge
Middlesex
UB9 5BX
E: registrar@trakehners.uk.com

Donna MonaghaMMembership

Nicky Nash / Mar Please Contact Marion Fuller or Nicky Nash
Please contact Susan Attew
E:company-secretary@trakehners.uk.com
membership-secretary@trakehners.uk.com

Marketing Director - Marion Fuller
Three Chimneys Farm
Bedgebury Road
Goudhurst
Kent
TN17 2RA
M: 07785 734639
E: marketing@trakehners.uk.com

Show Secretary - Nicky Nash
Little Polvier
Old Milton Rd
Thurleigh
Beds
MK4 2DH
T: 01234 772592
E: show-organiser@trakehners.uk.com

Hon. Treasurer - Harriett Berg Rust

Assistant Registrar(Part bred) - Richard
Bayston

E: treasurer@trakehners.uk.com

T: 07887 843304
E: assistant-registrar@trakehners.uk.com
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Godington Utah
Approved Stallion Keysoe 2012
A welcome addition to our Trakehner Breeding Herd
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